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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to be admiral of a huge, sprawling space battle-fleet of your own design? Ever wanted to design a fleet of
battle-cruisers so powerful they can rip all who oppose them into space-dust? Ever wanted to build a battleship with purple

rotating radars and 64 engines? Well we have good news for you...
Gratuitous Space Battles is back! and it's approximately 50,000 times more gratuitous than before. A completely new ground-up

rebuilding of the custom 'Gratuitous Engine' gives the game a completely new look, with beam-lasers 10x as 'beamy' as
explosions 10x more gratuitous.

You now have complete control over the appearance of your ships, and can build them from a base hull and a bunch of
adjustable visual components so you have control of both the composition AND the looks of your deadly starships. GSB2

retains the core gameplay of the original. This is NOT a standard RTS game, but a management/simulation game about building
space fleets and giving them orders. You aren't the dumb schmuck who actually flies into battle and gets lazered. Leave that to
those patriotic and keen young dudes from the outer-colonies. Nope, your job is as supreme commander in chief. Sit back at

fleet HQ and watch the fireworks as you reduce the enemy to space-dust.

Using it's amazingly asynchronous multiplayer online 'challenge' system, GSB2 lets you put together a whole fleet and upload it,
orders, formations and custom ship designs in one, up to a server where fellow GSB2 players can download it and pit their own

fleets against it in glorious combat.
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Some of the new features in GSB2:

Totally re-coded graphics engine for uber-explodiness

 Every ship in the game is built from a wide range of components that mean no challenge will have identical looking
enemies. Huge scope for ship design.

 Super-clever lighting system and mega-parallax system makes for a more 3D, cinematic-looking experience, and more
gratuitous effects.

 Built-in multi-monitor support. Runs fine (and looks lovely) at 5120 res and beyond.

 New classes of ship, introducing the Dreadnought, the destroyer and the gunship...

 Carrier modules now bring fighters into battle, and refuel them mid-battle. Knock out a carrier to upset those pesky
fighter pilots.

 Steam achievements & trading cards at last!

 Formations now survive individual members being lost.

 New support beams allow ships to act as tugs, or mobile target-boost assistance vessels.

 Support for new weapons combinations such as radioactive plasma torpedoes.

 Built in 30 FPS mode for smooth video-capture for all you lets-play fans.

 unashamedly gratuitous GUI.
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Title: Gratuitous Space Battles 2
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Positech Games
Publisher:
Positech Games
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 gig

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Video RAM, pretty much any card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: any

English,French,German,Dutch,Swedish
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Very Good Hope they make another. EXTREMELY ONE SIDED! defenders always win, especially on omaha, it takes about
12 minutes to get off the beach. just not my style. Columns with a sci-fi theme.
Great puzzler; you can play for hours, or for 10 minutes.
Has plenty of replayability, just depends on your attention span.
The connections over columns and the power ups add a cool dynamic.

Overall - A must buy for puzzler fans.. best Game ever. This game is a lot of fun. If you don't know much about car mechanics
but you know want to know more, this game is for you.
The game is quite detailed mechanically and, based on previous reviews by players who are real mechanics, is fairly accurate.

I would definitely recommend this game.

One small point, not a criticism, more a comment. The playlist is short and you can't add more songs or choose your own
playlist. The music is okay, but after several repeats the techno gets wearisome. Sorry Devs.

To get round that, I lowered the volume of the music, then streamed a radio station from my browser in the background. You
can still hear the workshop sounds as well as the music you want playing. I haven't tried using streaming apps but I would think
they will work same way no problem.

Enjoy
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needs some work. but i love it..
not played far into the game but still the price and what i allready got out from it i love it.

there are some issues that really need to be fixd.

i mention one: at the girl house at beginning "gunshots"
a escpape route would be nice instead hiding in the barn "but i killed me all" but should be a path thats clear for the gamer.
if there are one..

but anyway good job for 2 ppl..

but i do hate one thing: when there are no more loot. better for noting to happend than the pop up.. will just be annoyin after a
time.
and perhaps a choice to play in daytime =). Great Pack but missing several characters to go with portraits.

So I was going through the assets, and found that (At least in the Steam version) that in pictures theres this scary looking dark
knight guy.
fes_pictures_156 variants 1-4, but there isn't a character for him, which is a little disappointing.

Same goes for the following as well:
Magic Pot: fes_pictures_119 variants 1-4
Wolf Soldier: fes_pictures_120 variants 1-4
Orc Soldier: fes_pictures_122 variants 1-4
Lizardman fes_pictures_143 variants 1-4
Cockatrice fes_pictures_115 variants 1-4
Evil King guy fes_pictures_147 variants 1-4
Gargoyle fes_pictures_144 variants 1-4

In the enemies folder they are:
Monst_Fantasy1_12
Monst_Fantasy1_15
Monst_Fantasy1_16
Monst_Fantasy1_18
Monst_Fantasy1_39
Monst_Fantasy1_40
Monst_Fantasy1_47
Monst_Fantasy1_56

While most of these don't hurt me, I was really wanting to use the dark knight in my game.

I have a whole slew of enemy soldiers, with types of weaponry and not having an actual "Dark Knight" type character is
disappointing.. I had my concerns when i first tried it on PC as i read a lot of review stating "NOT MUCH CONTENT"
however have found there is a lot.
More cars and Races have been added recently and there is a whole bunch more than there was when all the negative reviews
were written.
great fun racer, great customization options for the cars too.
i only just got it recently as i played it during the free weekend and then bought the Gold Edition for $40 AUD.
had it now for like just under 2 weeks and already racked up 130 hours!
loving it and they seem to be adding new content fairly regularly.
also people complained bout the handling physics.
that was greatly improved in the last update and no longer an issue and they are looking to still further improve it.. First I see a
ton of potenial for this game. The horse riding experiance was great.
I see several areas for improvement but this is just a demo and the release could be aways out.
I do like the experiance with the game and what is trying to do.
If done right this could be a very good game.. A few years ago, i was playing this game on my phone. I think it is an addictive
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puzzle game.. Rakuen is a wonderful experience. Great story, lovable characters and an amazing soundtrack on top of it.

Be warned though, this game is very sad and even tragic at times.. Good solid title in the old skool style, only really let down by
the poor inventory management system.. not worth it. I may have found the game I was looking for. A turn-based tactical game,
with an element of sports (gridiron). I love how you always have to be on guard, and you can never be too careful when making
a play. It's incredibly frustrating yet equally as fun.

Put it this way: I keep losing, and yet I keep coming back. Mode 7 are obviously doing something right if that's the case.. The
game is visually beautiful as well as deeply philosophical. Most of the later puzzles will have you scratching your head,
wondering how to make it work, and many of them will have you striving to figure out how to reliably manipulate your
environment, since most of the changes you bring about you do so simply by looking at the object to change. (The first door
opens when you look at it, the second closes when you look at it, so you have to walk thru the first, turn around, then back
through the second, for example.)

I recommend this game. It's short (especially on replay), but it's a good $20 value, no question there.
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